Nissan frontier cargurus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Terrible experience,
unwilling to negotiate at all I'm sorry Then after I told them I was done no deal, not interested
anymore, they continued to harass me about the car. Very shady. Asked about mileage on
vehicle if it was correct and was told it was not and that i would have to go through car fax to
get that info. Salesman would not disclose actual mileage of the vehicle in question. Lion's Auto
is super helpful and always prompt in answering my questions and sending photos of what I
was interested in seeing! Very good car deals. You get a great car for your money. Definitely will
be back in the future. I called about the car multiple times, set an appointment, confirmed the
location and drove nearly three hours to find out the car is still being shipped. Waited over an
hour for them to figure all this information out. I've never dealt with a dealership so dishonest
with their approach to selling vehicles. A few things to keep in mind, this dealer has the
following fees 1, Dealer fee documentation fee 1, Vichicle equipment fee From what the sales
rep told me these fees are non negotiable. Really a nice dealer, showed me the car I came in to
see. He went ahead to show me other options and recommended i check their website as they
are expecting a new inventory. I will keep in touch. Great buying experience, Salesperson Mona
Rivera was awesome!!! Will recommend this dealership! Of all the dealerships we went to or
contacted only Avis honor the advertised price. So go to Avis. Moses was extremely helpful. I
was able to get the Rogue however, they did help me another vehicle. The salesman Bill was
very helpful and polite. He answered my questions and quickly found out the ones he didn't
know. Very good experience. I would definitely recommend shopping here. This car dealership
is on point. I was very satisfied with the customer service. The car salesman was kind and nice
and the best part is they actually work with you. I don't need anymore vehicles but this place
definitely deserves your business if you are serious about getting into a good car. Car had more
damage than described during a phone inquiry on the car. Salesman stated he had just dropped
the price, so he had the car for enough time to know what was damaged. He corrected his
information after I arrived at the dealership. He was polite and accommodated my test drive, but
I had to drive over 60 miles to discover this was not a car I wouldn't be interested in. Addi, my
salesman was very courteous, assuring, and honest. I live over 60 miles from the dealership.
For a test drive, Abdi met me in a town in between. Then he drove all the way to my town so my
mechanic could perform a pre-purchase evaluation. Through everything Abdi was cheerful and
comfortable to be around, no pressure. I would recommend the service at Harvest Auto Group
to anyone! Responded quickly didn't have a chance to go see the vehicle though I lived a bit far
from there but he still sending me updates on the car. Dealer responded immediately and
notified me that the car was sold before I took a trip to their lot. Introduced in , the current
Nissan Frontier pickup is among the older automotive designs on American roads. However, as
the Frontier enters , Nissan leaves it mostly unchanged. Updates are limited to a new 7. Last
year, Nissan introduced a Midnight Edition Package, which includes gloss black exterior
treatments on the rearview mirror as well as black gloss aluminum-alloy wheels. Body styles for
the Frontier include an extended cab with a 6-foot bed or a four-door crew cab. The base
powertrain is a 2. A 5-speed automatic is also available with the four-cylinder engine. It makes
just horsepower and pound-feet of torque, and will tow up to 3, pounds. The more popular
choice is the 4. It also comes with either a 6-speed manual or a 5-speed auto, and can tow up to
6, pounds. It has rated fuel economy figures of 19 mpg city, 23 highway, and 21 combined with
the manual compared to 17, 22, and 19 with the automatic. The V-6 will manage just 16, 22, and
19 with the manual. Like the more popular Toyota Tacoma and other small pickups, the Frontier
is a fun and proven off-road tool with its part-time four-wheel drive. The Pro-4X comes with a
locking rear differential. Both it and the Desert Runner model add special Bilstein shocks. The
Pro-4X also features skid plates on the fuel tank, oil pan, and transfer case for when the going
gets rough. Given its price and its workhorse capability, the Frontier is fairly basic on the inside.
Extended cab models have small and flat jump seats in the back, but even the proper seats in
the crew cab models are utilitarian. Behind the seats, the bed is Base S models get minimal
equipment â€” even power locks and windows are optional. The SV makes those features
standard, also adding alloy wheels and tinted windows. The SV is also available with a package
that adds dual-zone climate control, a better stereo, leather-wrapped steering wheel, heated
seats, and a spray-in bedliner. Stepping up to the SL model adds quite a bit to the price, but it
also adds leather seats, navigation, and premium audio. The off-road-oriented Pro-4X gets
contrast stitching for the shift knob and steering wheel, chrome around the gauges, and an
available package that adds special logos on the seats, power front seats, heated mirrors,
moonroof, and roof rack. Hill-start assist is the only safety feature to speak of other than
optional parking sensors. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars

and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Frontier listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Horrible this is why I will
Never buy from a dealer. Had a appointment to see specific car, when I got There they said car
was out for service. Also ask for Cormilo great sales person! I was very interested in this
vehicle for my daughter but as I live near WPB, and with wanting to limit social interaction, I
requested their best out the door price so if it was agreeable, I could just come pay and leave
with the car. I received a "canned" response that did not even address what I said in my
communication. I responded again requesting a price and received nothing. A day later I
received an email from CarGurus saying the car was sold. So, not impressed. Great experience,
car exactly as described, fees fully disclosed, honest salespeople, bought the car, enjoying
driving it every day. Dealer responded in a timely manner, never had the time to make it there
because of location. I went there to get a car, website said "bad credit, no credit, no problem,
financing available. Very irresponsible people, made me drive two hours to tell me car was sold
but still listed. No problems with dealer, we are unable to go to dealership due to recent
operation. We are hoping to get a cash price via email. I missed their call. I call them back and
nobody pick up I left my name and nothing. The receptionist ans sales person were very
courteous and professional. The salesperson, Josh, went out and brought the vehicle to a
designated area where I was able to take my time to inspect it without other people around. I did
not buy the vehicle, but it was a very positive experience. They had coffee available, the
restroom was very clean as well as the entire dealership. The person I talked to never show up,
but they look a come one else and I am glad I meet him. Really nice person and very helpful and
friendly. If I could give them zero stars I would. I inquired about a Nissan spoke with Pedro
several times and the business coordinator only for them to sell it without notifying me. The
sales manager took my info and said he would call but never did. This was after I faxed my
personal info for financing. The most disappointing car dealer experience yet! Not a very good
one at all never buy a used car from them. The car I took for a test drive was not fixed it still had
something wrong with it not a safe vehicle. Our salesperson was Heather Rosas. She was really
very helpful and communicated through texts. We were pleased with the whole purchasing
experience. I had to be calling frequently. Then when I was ready to finance car they raised up
price on it. No longer interested. I was very pleased when I rolled off the lot. The sales guy was
new, but he did everything he could to make sure all of my needs and concerns were met. I
would buy from them again. A little awkward on the communication: Text message was fairly
quick, and I replied "yes", but didn't get any more communication till the next day or two. Once
we talked on the phone, things got going better. The price i saw online was the price I wanted to
pay, but i did not qualify for the incentives. The price included them. Mark was super-courteous
and responded to my emails in a timely manner. While we weren't able to come to a deal, I was
very pleased with the communication and wouldn't hesitate to reach out to them again for future
needs. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. New Nissan Frontier for Sale Nationwide. All Years
to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Frontier
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Lowest price first. CarGurus User. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan
dealers in Atlanta GA. Nissan dealers in Chicago IL. Nissan dealers in Dallas TX. Nissan dealers
in Houston TX. Nissan dealers in Los Angeles CA. Nissan dealers in Miami FL. Nissan dealers in
New York NY. Nissan dealers in Philadelphia PA. Nissan dealers in Washington DC. Nissan
Frontier For Sale. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Dealership was very friendly and professional. Service was good although the process was a bit
lengthy. The transaction went smoothly they were very cooperative I would recommend him
again. They responded very quickly very much helpful informing and no pressure in trying to

get you to buy a car and was very informative on options when your ready to buy a car. Super
friendly and also offered other choices of cars that became available since my initial inquiry.
They have a great warranty program when you purchase a car there. Unfortunately,I decided on
a completely different auto else where. I do recommend Serve Auto as an option if they have the
type of car you want. They called me back and said they had other people wanting the truck.
They said I was third on the list but I never heard back from them after that. The sales staff were
great, The truck was everything they said it was. Picked me up at the airport. Great place to
purchase a vehicle. Very difficult to get in touch with the dealer. When we finally agreed on a
meeting time, he was 20 minutes late. It was a total waste of time. So why advertise it? Got a
good car for a good price. Eleazar was responsive and easy to work with. But the deal was still
good even with that needless charge. These guys are amazing!!! The payments are even lower
than what i was expecting!!! Less than 2 weeks later I sent my sister down, and once again Eric
Howard at United Nissan made it happen!!! Friendly, helpful and patient. Enjoyed our buying
experience. I think it helped that we took in our pre approval as well. I contacted Nissan they
answered my questions unfortunately it was a convertible I have been looking for a low mile
Nissan z for awhile from a Nissan dealer since that is my dream car. If they have any hardtop
automatic z with less than 70k miles I would not hesitate to call them, they were very friendly. I
bought a plane ticket, and flew to TX. When I got there and saw the car, I realized it was an A4.
The salesman was nice, but was only able to offer to slightly reduce the price since it was "still
a good deal. Just do more checking before committing. They were very responsive and
extremely helpful. Daniel Baraga was the sales person and he was excellent. I did not purchase
this vehicle but it was close. They were great! Wonderful customer service, they got back to us
almost immediately after I inquired about the car. And they were very accommodating during
the sales process! Highly recommend them. Never told vehicle wasn't able to check out before I
got there. Once there told in 2 weeks the vehicle would be available to test drive. Terrible
experience, unwilling to negotiate at all I'm sorry Then after I told them I was done no deal, not
interested anymore, they continued to harass me about the car. Josh texted me back within a
few minutes. He was very straight forward with me and the next morning I drove down and test
drove the SUV. Within a couple of hours, I was on my way back home with my "new to me" SUV.
Great experience all around. Great job Josh! The Nissan Frontier started life as a compact
pickup truck, but it's now closer to a mid-sized truck. It replaced the uncreatively named Nissan
Hardbody Truck. The Frontier is the latest in a long, distinguished line of Nissan mid-sized
trucks. Nissan gets credit for many pick-up truck innovations, including the extended cab.
Nissan was the first automaker in the U. The Frontier was the first compact truck in the U. The
Frontier's latest redesign was for the model year, which is when it was reclassified as a
mid-sized truck. It now has horsepower and lb-ft of torque, which makes its engine the
strongest in its class. It shares many characteristics with its big brother the Titan. With its
boxed frame and front grille styling, they are easily confused from a distance. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Used Nissan Frontier for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25
mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Frontier listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Raymond. Imperial, MO
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Read more. And the Frontier is going out
with a bang thanks to a. But they returned, bigger than be. For more utility and flexibility, call a
full-size truck. The Frontier may work perfectly for weekend surfers or off-roading excursions,
but it comes up short fo. Nissan Frontier Reviews Review. Its got a powerful V-6 engine, and
nice amenities inside the truck. The 2nd row of seats are a nice addition. Backwards camera,
and Bluetooth are included in the SV model we looked at. The 5ft bed isnt bad, but limits how
much stuff you can haul. Simple reliable truck that gets the job done Nice ride height and
visibility plenty of power utilitrack and bed extender make it a very practical vehicle. This truck
is replacing a Nissan frontier that I drove for over , miles. The newer model is much roomier and
it handles great. I am a fan of Nissan quality. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Atlanta GA.
Nissan dealers in Chicago IL. Nissan dealers in Dallas TX. Nissan dealers in Houston TX. Nissan
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Nissan dealers in Miami FL. Nissan dealers in New York NY. Nissan
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Nissan dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New

contactless services to help keep you safe. The most unethical. They lied and did not have the
car they confirmed they had, but had others, more expensive, in stock. Daisy was fantastic! She
treated me like a customer and I actually drove off the lot with this car. Very happy with my
purchase and would highly recommend them to anyone looking to buy a vehicle. Great
experience. Fred and Randy were great with the car buying process. Everyone was incredibly
friendly and welcoming! I'm always skeptical of sales interactions but I had a genuinely
enjoyable, pressure-free experience with the entire staff, from sales through finance and even
weeks after when I needed to secure a CarFax report. I paid a fair price for a great car, and I
wouldn't hesitate to recommend Nissan of Irvine! I had a pleasant experience at this location.
Everyone was friendly and more importantly they were able to make the best deal happen for
me. Made appointment to see vehicle. Called to ask questions about the vehicle. After Ray
verified it was on the lot and Confirmed appointment. He then states the vehicle was sold???
Was anyone going to inform me? I live over an hour away. So why advertise it? Got a good car
for a good price. Eleazar was responsive and easy to work with. But the deal was still good even
with that needless charge. I saw a vehicle I was interested learning more about. They answered
all of my questions and continued to follow up with me. I am not quite ready to buy but this
dealership was very conscientious! Not prompt in replying for car information. Emailed twice
but it only replied once. All queries were not answered. The staff at this small used car dealer
facilitated a good experience for me, v which resulted in a purchase. Bobby, the sales person,
was relaxed and helpful. The GM was straightforward and honest and the financial guy we
prepared and efficient. I appreciated being able to take an extended test drive to better
experience the vehicle and to do an independent mechanical inspection. Yes this dealership
was the best. What you see is what you get. I bought this beautiful red Buick Encore and I love it
the price was right. I even called before going in to get pricing so I wouldn't waste my time.
They gave me over the phone was the price listed on cargurus, and then at the end tried to add
these mysterious fees. As a sales executive myself, I would never do this to anyone. This dealer
and its staff are very helpful. I unfortunately did not have the pleasure of purchasing a vehicle.
But I would definitely recommend this dealership. The dealership is super nice and everyone
was polite. I got a good deal on the car and was happy with my overall contactless experience.
My only suggestion would be to improve communication. They Advertise low prices. When you
get there the price is a lot higher. They want to charge you extra fees one of them is a two
thousand dollar car alarm system. I would stay away go somewhere else. Short negotiation.
They do have ad ons which were not advertised but we were able to work it out quickly. I asked
for some numbers, seller did not wanted to help until i schedule a test drive and an in person
meeting. The price was too low and as soon i enquired the vehicle was removed from inventory,
the seller insisted in setting an appointment but he failed to tell me the car was not on
inventory. A fish and bait tactic. I required the price for a Yaris IA, it says on internet but when
you ask out the door price they come up with tag!! Bait and switch. Car was listed at low value
to attract buyers to come in then they show the price at 2k more. Wouldn't buy or recommend
this dealership. We were looking at a used Nissan Altima, the salesperson was trying really hard
to help me to get an idea card. But the overall experience wasn't pleasuring, 1. The
representative did contact me via email. I had questions before I drove 3 hours to view the car.
They were persistent in asking for a phone number and in the first two emails would not answer
my questions. By the third email, they did answer my questions and it was determined the car
was not a fit for me and they have been respectful in not contacting me further. Solid
communication, a little informal about they speak over SMS but nothing too crazy overall great
experience prices are way too high though. Baught the scion. No hassle friendly staff.. Give
them a try or check out their cars. It was good and they were pleasant - not pushy or anything.
So I had no problems with them whatsoever. I just ended up fixing my old car and not buying a
new one. First trip to location van not there. Second trip van was there but in sad condition for
asking price. I made the appointment for a test drive but car was returned damaged so I picked
another car and it was not there for pick up on schedule. Came back 4 hours later and the car
was in bad shape all around, body rust, doors not aligning, hood bent, under bumpers crushed.
No pictures of actual cars. I did not have luck. The sales people on the phone are super helpful
but I would not buy from them. Dealership was polite, however they mislead consumers with
prices they are advertising. Add about for some dumb features they add to the car. They lied to
me in email when I asked for the car full price with tax. I would avoid them. They are not honest
people. I did not get to test drive this car but they kept in great communications with me , I think
there are a great dealershipI. And when I purchase another car I wouldn't hesitate in dealing
with them. Never let me know the car was sold and drove over 50 miles just for them to let me
know they sold it. Five star is not enough. I have been shopping for more than 3 months. Finally
I found my dream car at Stadium Auto California for the right price. Thanks Stadium Auto. I

would recommend you to all my family and friends. What a outstanding buying experience.
They never pushed me and made me feel very comfortable during the buying experience. Thank
you so much stadium auto. Requested information on a Ford Fusion hybrid. Kait texted me
immediately, she was friendly, professional and knowledgeable. Went on, test drove the fusion,
Ray was very helpful. Harry finished the paperwork and I was on my way home in less than 35
minutes. Great dealer, great prices, great staff. Highly recommend stadium auto California. The
Nissan Frontier started life as a compact pickup truck, but it's now closer to a mid-sized truck. It
replaced the uncreatively named Nissan Hardbody Truck. The Frontier is the latest in a long,
distinguished line of Nissan mid-sized trucks. Nissan gets credit for many pick-up truck
innovations, including the extended cab. Nissan was the first automaker in the U. The Frontier
was the first compact truck in the U. The Frontier's latest redesign was for the model year,
which is when it was reclassified as a mid-sized truck. It now has horsepower and lb-ft of
torque, which makes its engine the strongest in its class. It shares many characteristics with its
big brother the Titan. With its boxed frame and front grille styling, they are easily confused from
a distance. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Nissan Frontier. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. Gardena Nissan Gardena, CA CarGurus User. Request Information.
Authorized Nissan Dealer. Read more. And the Frontier is going out with a bang thanks to a. But
they returned, bigger than be. For more utility and flexibility, call a full-size truck. The Frontier
may work perfectly for we
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ekend surfers or off-roading excursions, but it comes up short fo. Nissan of Irvine. Cerritos
Nissan. Nissan Frontier Reviews Review. Its got a powerful V-6 engine, and nice amenities
inside the truck. The 2nd row of seats are a nice addition. Backwards camera, and Bluetooth are
included in the SV model we looked at. The 5ft bed isnt bad, but limits how much stuff you can
haul. Simple reliable truck that gets the job done Nice ride height and visibility plenty of power
utilitrack and bed extender make it a very practical vehicle. This truck is replacing a Nissan
frontier that I drove for over , miles. The newer model is much roomier and it handles great. I am
a fan of Nissan quality. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Los Angeles CA. Nissan dealers
in Pomona CA. Nissan dealers in Malibu CA. Nissan dealers in Santa Clarita CA. Nissan dealers
in Irvine CA. Nissan dealers in Lancaster CA. Nissan dealers in San Bernardino CA. Nissan
dealers in Victorville CA. Nissan dealers in Ventura CA.

